
Various and 
customizable media 
formats selectable

Flexible, cost-effective 
and target group-

oriented campaigns

Security-relevant 
information is displayed 

immediately and
 interactively for end 

users

Documents and records 
the implementation of 
protective measures in 
accordance with any 

standards or regulatory 
compliance frameworks.

Ultimate line of defense for your company: Advanced, event driven 
security awareness, through consistent and tailored employee education

www.drivelock.com

DriveLock 
Security Awareness

A high proportion of successful cyberattacks are due to human 
error, mistakes or misconduct. Attackers deliberately exploit 
human weakness to obtain sensitive data via phishing emails 
and social engineering. They infiltrate deploying malware via 
removable USB media within the organization.

You want to educate, strengthen and incorporate your 
employees within your security strategy.

A one-time training course is not enough for you to sufficiently 
educate your employees.

You want modern, event drivent and relvant security 
awareness campaigns.

You need high-quality training content with integrated tests.

Challenges

Strengthen your human firewall through relevant and event driven employee security awareness campaigns and training

Advantages with DriveLock Security Awareness

Improve the security awareness of your employees through 
event-driven and relevant training

	Cost-effective and flexibly security awareness training that is   
 continuously available online or offline and can be completely   
 administered centrally.

	 Interactive display of security-relevant information at the right   
 time, e.g. when a USB drive or media is inserted.

	Scheduled campaigns, e.g. automated once a week or month.

	Advanced reporting of any unusual or ad-hoc behaviours in the  
 event of a security incident.

	Live On-Demand current status and compliance reporting of   
 any protective measures in line with the DSGVO, NIST, CMMC   
 etc.

Our Solution



Ultimate line of defense for your company: Advanced, event driven 
security awareness, through consistent and tailored employee education
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DriveLock 
Security Awareness

Convince yourself, test any application scenario that is 
important for your company.
Test today - be secure tomorrow. 

Test now without any obligation 
and free of charge for 30 days

https://www.drivelock.com/en/free-trial?hsCtaTracking=24ce9c59-a71b-41dd-9bf6-d2b42b10189d%7C1bc8c9f9-5478-4191-b1ce-c6bf72107cc8
https://www.drivelock.com/en/free-trial?hsCtaTracking=24ce9c59-a71b-41dd-9bf6-d2b42b10189d%7C1bc8c9f9-5478-4191-b1ce-c6bf72107cc8

